Abstract-Communications security is gaining importance as small spacecraft include actuator capabilities (i.e., propulsion), payloads which could be misappropriated (i.e., high resolution cameras), and research missions with high value/cost. However, security is limited by capability, interoperability and regulation.
INTRODUCTION
Space is an exciting frontier [1] . The science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) fields need more student interest in order to meet the growing demand for workers and researchers within those arenas [2] . Students are more engaged and active when involved with interesting problems [3] . What if these independent ideas are taken together to create something which leverages the excitement and challenges involved with space-related systems in order to spur interest in STEM? That is one of the questions which the OpenOrbiter program at The University of North Dakota (UND) is attempting to answer. To that end, the student-run Open Orbiter program is developing a system which provides a low-cost [4] , open platform [5] for assembling, launching and managing satellite systems. In this paper, we examine the security of the communications between the satellite and ground station as well as the assurance of information within the ground station. These general issues were tackled by students in the UND Computer Science Department's Senior Capstone project and the resulting work is presented here divided into six specific topics.
Topic number one is a discussion of hardware and software security standards applicable to small spacecraft (including those historically used in the space domain and standards and practices from non-space activities that can be applied), along with analysis of same. This provides coverage of what work exists within this domain and how related work from other domains could be utilized within this domain.
The next topic is the examination of Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulations on the implementation of security approaches within this domain. This includes the identification of key roadblocks and how clever development may bridge them.
This naturally leads to a discussion of the other major roadblock to security and information assurance regarding small satellites, export control. As such, export control's effects on security standards --limiting what practices and standards can be used outside of United States (U.S.) borders -have on distributed data collection and command transmission are discussed. The goal of this is to draw out what is realistic for an open, universal standard that can be utilized across national borders. This further leads into a discussion on how perfonnance and complexity are effected as a result.
Then the student work on ground station development, its pedagogical goals, results and the resulting student learning is examined. A discussion regarding the broader impact of student-generated research as it benefits the research community at large is included.
Building from this, an overview of the student generated ground station design is presented. This includes an analysis and explanation of the design choices as they relate to the aforementioned topics.
Finally, a strategy for incorporating security best practices into this ground station design is investigated. The goals for this integration include transparency to the user and ease of enablement / disablement, as required by mission parameters and characteristics. Additionally the potential for pluggable modules and interfaces which can be utilized easily by non technical users is discussed.
EXISTING HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

SECURITY STANDARDS
A review of existing hardware and software security standards yields several promising projects which to discuss. Analysis and commentary are provided as the security standards of each related project are examined.
An attempt was made in 2012 by Obulapathi Challa, et al. to create a lightweight and cost effective solution to secure the transmission of data and commands between ground stations and satellites [6] . Their initial concept was to start with a normal block encryption standard and chain blocks together utilizing the Galois Counter Method against a data stream using a custom combination of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and the Data Encryption Standard (DES) [6] . As a purely software based implementation of the Galois Counter Method is impractical onboard a small satellite due to computational demands [6] , they further investigated the practicality of implementing this combination of security standards onto the AmtelATXMegal 28 circuit board [6, 7] . As AES supersedes the DES standard, the inclusion of DES as part of the configuration is questionable. Additionally, the 2 project only considered two possible vendor standards for hardware and no corruption handling was included [6] . This creates concern, as a small satellite mission involves the transmission of data, which could be difficult to verify as complete if corruption risks are not considered and a resilient transmission standard used.
Fault tolerance in communications is of particular importance for spacecraft communications, as terrestrial interference, orbital radiation and other factors can cause data impairment. If a cryptographic system is not able to tolerate data irregularities, entire messages may become non-decodable (or fail non-refutation and other validation tests) impairing command, data and telemetry transmissions (prospectively requiring expensive -both in tenns of power and timeretransmissions).
Several prospectively fault tolerant approaches have been proposed including fault tolerant secure hash (FT SHA) [8] , message authentication code (HMAC) [8] and AES algorithms [9] .
Another useful standard for small satellite system communications is RSA Laboratories' Public-Key Cryptography Standards (PKCS). PKCS is useful for password hashing and thus can be used during the authentication process between the satellite and the ground station. The web and database framework used by Django implements a version of the key derivation function which is part of PKCS called Password-Based Key Derivation Function 2 (PBKDF2) [10] . PBKDF2 has the benefit of being implemented on a small circuit board requiring limited RAM [10] . This makes for an implementation of the PKCS which would fit well onboard a small satellite, but it also means that a brute-force attack using graphical processing units (GPUs) becomes fairly simple to develop.
Both AES and PKCS are well established standards which have a strong following in communication security domains. A bit more "outside the box" is the solution utilized by Cal Poly State University with their CPI system [11] . CPI utilizes an encoding scheme which mixes Morse code with Dual Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) [11] . This creates a larger encoding scheme for communications than either can provide under normal conditions, and simple modulation techniques can be applied to provide pre-arranged rotating cipher for improved security. The downside is that DTMF has very slow transmission speeds (60 bits per second), which makes it unfit for communications where large files, such as high resolution imagery, need to be transmitted during the short 20 to 40 minute communications windows small satellites typically have (given nonnal CubeSat orbital patterns) [12] .
This basic survey of eXlstmg hardware and software implementations of security standards demonstrates the problem faced by small satellite projects. Small satellite projects need implementations which have built in corruption checking so that their payload transmissions are easily verifiable after transmission and without the need for retransmitting large segments of payload data. Strong public key derivation functions (like those used by the scrypt implementation of PKCS) have larger RAM, processing and power footprints, which can make using them for a small satellite problematic. However, more small satellite friendly implementations of PKCS, like PBKDF2, are mathematically more susceptible to brute-force attacks by large arrays of GPUs. Modulation and encoding of the actual transmission medium, whether by DTMF or another scheme, lowers the throughput to impractical levels for the purposes of a small satellite system with only one ground station (and thus a limited communication window).
FCC REGULATION IMPACT
Another issue faced by small satellite systems which can be ignored by corporate and military satellite systems (which operate under an alternate licensing regime) is the requirements of FCC amateur radio regulations. The University of Arizona noted this problem in their discussions of the RinconSat and AlcatelSat projects [13] . The use of amateur radio raises several considerations, including bandwidth limitations and encryption restrictions.
Many developers have used amateur bands for small spacecraft communications, previously. However, a growing number of amateur operators and limited spectrum provides a significant limitation on the bandwidth that can be utilized by a single operator [14] . The amateur radio licensure regime also limits encryption of messages for confidentiality purposes by precluding "messages encoded for the purpose of obscuring their meaning" under 47 CFR 97.113(a)(4). However, this does not appear to preclude the use of a cryptographic technique for the verification of data integrity, as 47 CFR 97.309(4)(b) allows the transmission of "unspecified digital code" (except that which is, as per 47 CFR 97.113(a)(4), is attempting to obscure meaning).
EXPORT CONTROL IMP ACT
Governments do not like the idea of losing competitive advantage by permitting advanced technologies to escape their jurisdiction. Once a technology emigrates beyond the borders of its creation, the technology becomes easier to obtain, reverse engineer, reproduce and deploy by rival and competing nations [15] . This is true in the case of technologies developed by both corporate and governmental entities. Corporations deal with this via trusting in the patent and copyright process, but governments don't have that same luxury.
Instead, governments utilize monitoring and restrictions on how and where new and advanced technologies can be used and deployed via the mechanism of export controls [16] . This is a reasonable and prudent measure by governments to prevent the loss of competitive advantage. However, export control -in the context of small satellite missions --is impactful and limits how communication transmissions between the ground station and the small satellite can be conducted. This limits the use of encryption (even when not operating within amateur radio bands) since any software or protocol which is export controlled requires explicit authorization for use on foreign ground stations. This creates an artificial limitation on what 3 can and cannot be done regarding the use of more developed security applications and protocols.
STUDENT WORK GOALS AND LEARNING
Tackling the problem of security for an open, easy to deploy small satellite software system is not an easy task. The patchwork of existing standards, implementations, FCC regulations, and governmental export controls are non-trivial and conspire to create a quagmire from which it is difficult to extricate from. Why then, would anyone inflict this work on undergraduate students in the form of an undergraduate research project? This is a fair question and demands a reasoned response.
Pedagogical Goals
Student learning happens when students not only receive data and information as input, but also develop the ability to assimilate, utilize and build upon that input to create new outputs [17] . These new outputs can then be utilized as inputs by others to further drive the development of new ideas, applications and techniques. In order to achieve all of these goals, a student must be engaged and motivated to learn. Determining how to engage and motivate students, is therefore of the upmost importance when developing curriculum. Engagement and motivation are also two very important inputs to a small spacecraft research project mission (the other two being resources and technical ability to complete the research mission). This synergy between student learning and research project completion creates an avenue by which one can be exploited by achieving the other.
Fortunately, projects can be interesting; this has been specifically demonstrated for small spacecraft projects [18, 19] . Interesting work promotes engagement and keep people motivated. The key then, is to ensure that a project is interesting. Modern research into education suggests that one of way of ensuring a project is interesting to make sure that the project focuses on a real world problem [20] . As open and secure small satellite communication is a real world problem, this condition is clearly satisfied. The other (and often overlooked) condition is that the project must be ill defined in order to foster curiosity and ownership of it [17] . The amount of domain space within small satellite communication security provides plenty of room for ambiguity and to allow personal defmition of the problem to be solved by the research team.
With an interesting, ill-defined problem established and provided to the undergraduate researchers, what should the learning objectives and expectations be? Project based learning can be largely unstructured (from a formal learning objectives perspective) as the mission objectives and scope of the project will likely change over the research project's lifetime [21] . Ideally, the pedagogical objectives should be similarly flexible to that of the project. Teamwork and project management skills, an increase in knowledge relating to the problem space and the application of technical knowledge and skills toward the development of the problem solution should be the main desired results. All of these objectives can easily be observed as the research project advances and can be tracked by a simple rubric.
With the efficacy of security of small satellite / ground station communications work as a topic for an undergraduate research project demonstrated, the broader impact of this can be considered. This answer is a bit more interesting and pertinent to the small satellite research community. The importance of having undergraduate research projects within the domain of small satellite communications and ground station security is twofold.
First, by exposing students to the problem space as undergraduates, awareness is created before they graduate, increasing the likelihood that they may consider furthering their research endeavors within this field via academic, public or private research entity employment upon graduation [22] . As this domain is severely under-served, the addition of more researchers is highly beneficial to the community at large.
The fastest growing segment of the small satellite community is the mainstream, lower technical knowledge developers. These developers have a particular science mission and associated background or engineering objective; however, they may lack a holistic understanding. This is where undergraduate involvement can be very advantageous. As an undergraduate researcher comes into a small satellite research project with little to no prior background in the area, they bring in fresh ideas, possibly resulting in the development of out-of-the-box solutions. These ideas will also tend toward the naIve as undergraduate researchers don't have a deep depth of problem space knowledge from which to develop their conceptions.
Undergraduate researchers are likely to come to quick conclusions based on their own understanding of problems as opposed to performing exhaustive background research. While this can lead to reproduction of effort, it also leads to a layperson's understanding of the problem and attempts at solutions [23] . While these layperson solutions may not be directly applicable to a [mal solution, they serve two purposes. First, they provide opportunities for guided learning wherein the instructor or project lead asks pointed questions or voices concerns in a manner by which the undergraduate researchers will be able to recognize that a more depth of understanding is needed. Second, as more turnkey small satellite systems and missions are possible, it becomes important to understand the interactions, expectations and desires of layperson users.
Having undergraduate researchers working on small satellite system projects is one way to understand what those perspectives may be.
Results
At the conclusion of the year-long undergraduate research project on small satellite communications and ground station security, several deliverables were produced. These deliverables were: (1) a login protected database for creating, 4 monitoring and storing the results of satellite tasks (2) a graphical user interface (GUI) for the aforementioned database and (3) a communications protocol for use between the small satellite and the ground station.
Beyond the deliverables, evaluation of the project (from the students' perspective) was also conducted.
The undergraduate students involved in the project generally believed that they learned a lot about how a real project works and gained significant skills in technologies and techniques they otherwise would not have learned through regular coursework. Primary student complaints related to project and scope creep and to their limited concept of project management prior to the start of their research project. Both elements would have been expected by a veteran research project team. Thus, the first hand experience regarding these issues gained by the undergraduate students involved with the project was expected and was likely beneficial to them.
Student Learning
As noted above, there are four readily evaluable learning objectives for undergraduate students involved in research projects of this type [24] . These objectives relate to teamwork, project management, problem knowledge and the application of appropriate technical knowledge and skills towards the development of a solution with respect to a specific problem.
The evaluation of student learning, as it pertains to teamwork, was as follows. As per the norm in group projects, the undergraduate students started out by dividing up the work into segments that they needed to accomplish. This worked well in the initial phases of data collection, as the students would meet three times a week to pool collected information on existing standards and practices that would be needed, as well as defining requirements for building a ground station. As the project advanced, the students realized (with limited prompting) the need for a more formal method of group communications and began to develop appropriate work breakdown structures and interfaces. Thus, the students were able to successfully apply the knowledge they were learning toward their work on the small satellite and ground station project.
The student learning demonstrated through the interactions of undergraduate team members relates to the project management component.
In order to complete their objectives in a timely manner and to properly budget their time and effort, the students created documentation to help plan and manage the project. This represented a shift from the usual computer science undergraduate student thinking that only the development of the code needs to be planned and organized. So, the creation and maintenance of these project management documents shows that the students found value in them and were learning how properly use the documentation in order to aid in the production of their deliverables.
Observation of student learning specific to the problem of small satellite and ground station security was quite interesting. Acquiring more problem space knowledge led to most of the scope and project creep suffered by the research project. As the undergraduate students learned more about the problem space, they naturally began to consider and incorporate ideas that were beyond the original scope and mission of the project. This demonstrates that the students learned more about the problem space than the original advisor-provided information.
It also indicates that curiosity and interest in the problem space had successfully been created in the undergraduate student researchers.
Success in producing quality deliverables is the primary indicator of student learning for the application of technical knowledge and skills component. As the students were able to utilize and appropriately enhance their own technical knowledge and skills throughout the process of deliverable production, this area of student learning was very successful. Specific examples were the ability to learn the Django web framework, the ASP.NET framework, the Azure server API, MySQL and socket creation/management and apply these new skills immediately to the product.
STUDENT GROUND STATION DESIGN
As indicated earlier, the undergraduate research team produced three main deliverables: a database, a user interface and a set of communication protocols. The design of these deliverables and the applicable analysis is discussed in the following subsections. A high-level overview is presented in Figure I . It depicts the five main system components: the spacecraft (upper left), ground antenna and associated RF hardware (lower left), database server (lower middle), UI and middleware server (upper middle) and client access points (right).
The communications flow between the ground station and the spacecraft is depicted in Figure 2 . An overview of the data format utilized is presented in [25] . 
Database
The database management system (DBMS) selected by the undergraduate research team for this project was MySQL. As none of the project members had previous database experience, the decision to utilize MySQL was based on specific considerations related to the mission of designing a secure small satellite and ground station system as well as ease of use. Since MySQL is an established database product, an extensive and readily accessible knowledge base exists which the undergraduate researchers were able to leverage for learning and developing their MySQL database. Additionally, there is already a large body of best practice knowledge regarding for securing and developing secure MySQL databases which was leveraged by the project [26] . A number of relational tables implemented to store the commands, tasks and data required to complete the small satellite system mission. The schema developed for this database is presented in appendix A. It is important to note that there are two main relational clusters. One cluster is used for tracking tasks, commands and data. The other is used for tracking and authenticating users of the system. This creates a separation between the data being protected and the data used for authentication. While the configuration used by the undergraduate researchers uses a single database server (as the result of budgetary concerns), the design penn its deployment on fully distinct systems for better security should more hardware (or virtualized hardware) be available for that purpose. A third temporary database is used for monitoring active web sessions and ensuring that timeouts and invalid page requests are handled appropriately.
Business Logic
The business logic component (planned to be co-located with the data store in most implementations) of the ground station software ensures that operating constraints of the spacecraft are adhered to and that tasks are appropriately prioritized. An overview of the decision making process used by the business logic is presented in Figure 4 . The operations flow is 6 depicted in Figure 5 . 
Web-Based User Interface System
The web-based user interface system is used to give orders, monitor and access the output of the small satellite. The goal of this component is to be as intuitive and non-invasive as possible, while still maintaining a reasonable level of security. The Django framework was selected for use since it has a large collection of support libraries and a built in authentication system which is usable out of the box [27] . The authentication standard for Django is PKCS with the default public key generation being PBKDF2. Since PBKDF2 is vulnerable to distributed GPU based brute-force attacks, stronger public key generation modules (such as scrypt) can be substituted with ease, given Django's large library of swapp able modules [28] . The design also includes a user-specific HTML page tied to the current session. This way, there is no leaking of data between multiple pages; rather, a single session gets a single access point that receives a dynamically generated page in response to user actions. Logging was also implemented to ensure each user who attempts or successfully connects with the ground station GUI is tracked and recorded. 
Communications Protocols
The actual communication transmission is handled through two sub-components. The first handles the transmission of information between the database and the ground station software system. The other sub-component handles the transmission of the information to and from the actual hardware needed to communicate with the small satellite. The data format utilized is presented in [25] .
The first component was written in C# because of the number of libraries available in C# to facilitate communication transmissions [29] . Of particular interest is the use of TCP/IP which can be encrypted with secure socket layer (SSL) protocol or any number of other off the shelf encryption protocols [30] . This component is housed on a cloud based Azure server to better facilitate multi-point access.
The second component is also developed in C# for similar reasons (large libraries designed for the facilitation of communication transmissions). It is specifically at this point where security becomes a larger issue. This component uses the data packet format developed by the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS), and thus converts data from regular TCP/IP packets into CCSDS compliant TCP/IP packets (based on the CCSDS 133.0-B-l Space Packet Protocol). Of primary concern within the CCSDS is the application identifier (APID) which is specific to the individual project and spacecraft [31] .
Consideration o/Human Factors
The incorporation of security into a spacecraft raises concerns by some that the security mechanisms may block command and control (and other communications) in a critical situation. Thus, mission operations staff may -in some cases -oppose the incorporation of robust security in deference to not having to be concerned about its failure. This is an area where having inexperience undergraduate student staff directly facilitates 'out-of-the-box' thinking, as (being used to terrestrial communications and the security that is ubiquitous in many areas thereof) the notion of not being secure (in deference to command continuity) was never considered. This tradeoff is a key consideration for all aerospace systems and this security-focused approach certainly presents the potential for problems (i.e., a failure impairing the ability to command the craft) of its own. Command is possible without any encryption (so the failure of this system is non-impactful to retaining control); however, the non-refutation (digital signing) is required. The limited capabilities of the spacecraft (i.e., not having propulsion capabilities) limit the impact of this to risking shortening the mission's duration and data access.
DISCUSSION
The work accomplished by the undergraduate researchers on the small satellite communications and ground station is now 8 considered. As the three key components discussed in Section 6 are all co-located within the same country and communicate over wired connections, none of those individual components triggered FCC and export control considerations. This is what allowed Django's vast collection of security and authentication modules to be used for validating users of the system and the use of standard, open and accepted protocols for TCP/IP transmissions. The scrypt key generation provides strong authentication, and SSL provides suitable transmission encryption. Using both in combination provides added protection against either being exploited, while providing little visible impact to a non technical user of the overall small satellite system. Disabling these protocols if required is simple, and can be done by the admin of the small satellite system toggling a switch on the GUI. Since Django and ASP.NET support pluggable libraries, future expansion of this project can include new communications plugins and provide the user with a radio button or checkbox-based selection mechanism for the protocols that are used, including the potential to highlight suggested configurations.
Utilizing the Azure cloud platform reduces the complexity of ground station and communication package deployment. The virtual machine configuration can be saved, packaged and transmitted so that the user just has to install the deployment into their own Azure space.
As drivers for hardware used in transmission and reception of small satellite communications are not standardized, a pluggable component for each hardware device must be created. This limits the turn-key device selection or requires system users to write suitable plugins.
The FCC restriction on encryption within the amateur band is problematic and no easy solution presents itself. This barrier will need to be addressed in the future, particularly as propulsion capabilities are incorporated in more small spacecraft.
Export control issues have workarounds or mitigation techniques. Specifically, as long as the export controlled technology remains within the hosted component, export control impact can be reduced. Smart system design and smart protocol implementation can create communication transmission systems where the satellite can communicate using keys and modulations generated on the ground and sent up during the previous ground-to-satellite communications. This would leave the heavy conceptual work to the ground system, where resources are more plentiful and more powerful. Additionally, having the decryption software on the Azure platform means that users worldwide can download packets and have them decoded (allowing instant access to telemetry, a key interest of amateur operators who capture data and send it to spacecraft operators) without requiring encryption technology to be exported or limiting the encryption can be used to exportable techniques.
The issue of the CCSDS requirement to broadcast APID's in clear text is also problematic [31] . One solution is to use only tight band communications, but hardware systems which have secure bleed angles are cost prohibitive. Currently, most small satellite systems have one-to-one mappings between satellites and ground stations. This means there is no need to route transmissions through intermediaries, and thus no need for a clear text APID. However, having proper ground stations that serve many missions and satellites provides numerous benefits. Given this, the content packets within the CCSDS compliant packets should be encoded with watermarks, keys or digital fmgerprints (preferably on a modulating cypher) to provide assurance that the packets are authentic.
CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
This paper has presented an overview of the OpenOrbiter ground station software, the process of its creation and the educational benefits that ensued to the students that participated in its development. It has discussed multiple considerations related to the security of the ground station software as well as explaining how the software that has been developed fits into the hardware-software system.
Ongoing work includes completing elements of low-level spacecraft design and the fabrication of fmal components as well as launch and on-orbit operations. This will allow assessment of the efficacy of the communications architecture, including the security thereof in practice. The development of a successor spacecraft which incorporates propulsion capabilities is also planned.
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